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Construction of kinetic domains in energy trapping processes
and application to a photosynthetic light harvesting complex

Mino Yanga) and Graham R. Flemingb)

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley and Physical Biosciences Division,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 29 May 2003; accepted 18 June 2003!

We develop a formulation allowing construction of various kinetic domains from a master equation
for population transfer dynamics and enabling calculation of the time scales of transition between
such domains. In this way, a complicated network of energy transfer steps can be simplified to a
series of sequential kinetic transitions over the kinetic domains. We illustrate the advantage of this
formulation by applying it to energy trapping in a photosynthetic light harvesting system and as a
result we obtain a clear picture of energy transfer dynamics and the various rate determining steps
in Photosystem I. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1599347#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In photosynthetic light harvesting systems, excitation
ergy absorbed by chlorophyll molecules from the Sun m
grates over large numbers of molecules~known as the an-
tenna! and eventually arrives at reaction center to initiate
chain of electron transfer reactions and is finally converted
the chemical energy which fuels essentially all life on Eart1

The dynamics involved in such a process is usually mode
as an energy transfer/trapping processes.2–4 A variable char-
acterizing the dynamics of such a trapping process is
‘‘trapping time’’ ~i.e., the overall lifetime of an excitation in
the entire system! which is usually measured by fluorescen
decay experiments.

Consider two extreme cases of the trapping mechan
In the first mechanism, the intrinsic trapping, i.e., irreversi
decay of the excitation at the trap by electron transfer
much slower than the time scale of diffusion of excitation
the trap. In this case since the global efficiency of the tr
ping process is determined by the bottleneck at the trap,
not important to know how the excitation energy migrates
the other extreme case the intrinsic trapping is so fast
global trapping time is determined by the excitation diffusi
time scale which, in turn, is influenced by the energetic a
spatial structure of the medium.

Clearly understanding the mechanism giving rise to
observed trapping time is important to understand the co
lation between the functionality and energetic/spatial str
ture of the light harvesting system. In a homogeneous
dium there may be a single parameter characterizing the
scale of diffusion~the diffusion constant corresponding to
homogeneous pair wise energy transfer rate constant!. Tradi-
tionally such kinetics has been called diffusion-controlled5,6

However, in biological systems such as photosynthetic li
harvesting systems, the media in which the excitation tra
fer occurs are often highly inhomogeneous. In this case,
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excitation transfer time can vary significantly from one sp
tial region to another and in such a case it is desirable
describe the kinetics at a better-resolved level.

In this paper, we develop a theoretical method to tra
form a network of energy transfer/trapping processes
scribed by a master equation to a cascade of energy tran
steps occurring from a particular linear combination of m
ecules~to be called a kinetic ‘‘domain’’! to another ‘‘kinetic
domain’’ towards the trap. Then the overall trapping time
given by a sum of the time scales associated with the tra
tion between the kinetic domains. The spatial structure
each domain and time scale of each transition will be cal
lated uniquely from a given rate matrix. We propose that o
approach helps one visualize the physical location of
bottlenecks in the overall trapping process and provides
tailed insight into the correlation between the function of
antenna–trap system and its energetic/spatial structure.
approach is equally applicable to natural or synthetic lig
harvesting systems.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II, w
define the master equation and the rate matrix. Section
derives a formally exact expression for the trapping time
terms of the rate matrix. We develop a formulation to co
struct various levels of kinetic domains in Sec. IV. By usi
the rate matrix constructed in Ref. 4, we apply our method
Photosystem I of cyanobacteria and green plants.

II. MASTER EQUATION

We assume the intensity of the excitation source to
sufficiently weak that any excitation annihilation process
can be ignored. In this case, decay of the excitation ene
population arises from two pathways. One is unimolecu
dissipative decay due to internal conversion and/or fluor
cence emission. The rate constant of this pathway is den
by kS which is usually assumed to be uniform over all t
sites. The other process is decay of excitation energy po
lation due to trapping of the energy at a trap. In order for
excitation energy to be trapped, a series of energy trans

y,
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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 This ar
from one site to another~excitation diffusion! must occur
prior to trapping. Such processes are described by the
lowing master equations:

d

dt
P1~ t !52~kS1k0←11k1!P1~ t !1 (

n52

N

k1←nPn~ t !,

~1!

d

dt
Pn~ t !52~kS1kn!Pn~ t !1 (

m51
mÞn

N

kn←mPm~ t !

for n>2, ~2!

wherek0←1 is the intrinsic trapping rate constant~e.g., the
electron transfer rate constant! at the trap denoted byn51
andkn←m is the excitation energy transfer rate constant fr
sitem to siten. kn5(m51 mÞn

N km←n is the depopulation rate
constant ofnth site due to energy transfer to other sites. In
compact notation, Eqs.~1! and ~2! are written as

d

dt
uP~ t !&52kSuP~ t !&1K1uP~ t !&, ~3!

where^ i uP(t)&5Pi(t) and the rate matrix is

^ i uK1u j &52d i j ~d i1k0←11ki !1~12d i j !ki← j . ~4!

It is convenient to discuss the kinetics in the Lapla
transform space obtained by the transformation:f̂ (z)
[*0

`dte2ztf (t). Then Eq.~3! is transformed to

uP̂~z!&5Ĝ1~z1kS!uP~ t50!&, ~5!

where uP(t50)& is a normalized initial population vecto
satisfying the condition(n51

N ^nuP(t50)&51 and the propa-
gatorĜ1 is defined by

Ĝ1~z!5~z2K1!21. ~6!

III. TRAPPING TIME

We define the following threez-dependent populations

Ŝ1~z![ (
n51

N

^nuĜ1~z!uP~ t50!&, ~7!

Û1~z![ (
n52

N

^nuĜ1~z!uP~ t50!&, ~8!

T̂1~z![^1uĜ1~z!uP~ t50!&. ~9!

Ŝ1(z) is the population of excitations surviving over theN
sites whenkS50. Û1(z) and T̂1(z) describe the population
of excitations on the antenna and on the trap, respectiv
The sum of the two latter populations is identical with t
total population

Ŝ1~z!5Û1~z!1T̂1~z!. ~10!

The decay time scale of the total population is characteri
by the zeroth-order moment, which is called the trapp
time, t trap

t trap[Ŝ1~z50!52 (
n51

N

^nuK1
21uP~ t50!&. ~11!
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We rewrite Eq.~6! as

zĜ1~z!511K1•Ĝ1~z!. ~12!

Operating with(n51
N ^nu and uP(t50)& on Eq.~12! and uti-

lizing the property of the rate matrix,(m51
N ^muK1un&

52k0←1dn1 , we find a relation betweenŜ1(z) and T̂1(z)

zŜ1~z!512k0←1T̂1~z!, ~13!

which is equivalent to the population conservation relatio

S1~ t !512k0←1E
0

t

dsT1~s!. ~14!

Equation~13! or ~14! describes the fact that the decay of t
total population is caused only by the trapping at the trap
with an intrinsic trapping rate constantk0←1 . Combining
Eqs. ~10! and ~13!, we deriveT̂1(z) and Ŝ1(z) in terms of
Û1(z)

T̂1~z!5~12zÛ1~z!!/~z1k0←1!, ~15!

Ŝ1~z!5~11k0←1Û1~z!!/~z1k0←1!. ~16!

As we can see in Eqs.~15! and ~16!, Û1(z) can be consid-
ered as the dynamical kernel forT̂1(z) and Ŝ1(z) which
includes all the dynamical information about energy trans
between the sites.

To analyze the dynamical kernelÛ1(z), we introduce a
submatrix ofK1 defined by

K2[K1•Q2 , ~17!

whereQ2[I2us1&^s1u is an operator projecting out a vec
tor to a subspace whose basis consist of nontrap sites. H
new symbolus1&5u1& is employed to represent the trap co
sistently with the notation of the domain model to be intr
duced later. As we can see in Eq.~17!, by the projectorQ2 ,
the new matrixK2 allows energy transfer to occur only from
the nontrap sites. In this case, the trap represented byus1&
acts only as a completeabsorberof excitations. Substituting
K15K21K1us1&^s1u into Eq. ~6! and using an operato
identity, (A1B)215A212A21B(A1B)21, the propagator
Ĝ1 is rewritten as

Ĝ1~z!5Ĝ2~z!1Ĝ2~z!•K1us1&^s1uĜ1~z!, ~18!

whereĜ2(z)[@z2K2#21.
We note that, since(n52

N ^nu5(n51
N ^nuQ2 , K25K2

•Q2 , and Q2
25Q2 , we have (n52

N ^nuĜ2(z)5(n51
N ^nuQ2

•Ĝ2
Q(z)•Q2 with Ĝ2

Q(z)[@z2Q2•K2#21. Here Ĝ2
Q(z) is a

propagator in the sub-space projected by the projectorQ2 .
This property is utilized to obtain the equation

Û1~z!5Ŝ2~z!1R̂2~z!T̂1~z!, ~19!

from Eq. ~18! operated on by(n52
N ^nu anduP(t50)& where

Ŝ2~z![ (
n51

N

^nuQ2•Ĝ2
Q~z!•Q2uP~ t50!&, ~20!

R̂2~z![ (
n51

N

^nuQ2•Ĝ2
Q~z!•Q2•K1us1&, ~21!
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Ŝ2(z) is different fromÛ1(z) since the latter allows the de
trapping from the trap while the former does not.Ŝ2(z) is the
total population remaining over theN21 sites other than the
trap when the trap acts as a complete absorber of excitat

In the time domain Eq.~19! is written as

U1~ t !5S2~ t !1E
0

t

dtR2~ t2t!T1~t!. ~22!

The first term of the right hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~22! is the
population of excitations, remaining on the nontrap sit
which have never populated the trap since their creation.
second term accounts for the excitations, remaining on
nontrap sites, which have visited the trap and experien
detrapping from itat leastonce. So the sum of the two popu
lations is the total population staying on the nontrap site

InsertingT̂1(z) given by Eq.~15! into Eq. ~19! and re-
arranging the resulting equation, we obtain

Û1~z!5S z1k0←1

z1k0←11zR̂2~z!
D S R̂2~z!

z1k0←1
1Ŝ2~z! D . ~23!

By settingz50 in Eqs.~16! and~23!, we obtain the trapping
time defined by Eq.~11! as

t trap5t0←1
eff 1tmfpt

~1! , ~24!

where

t0←1
eff [t0←1$11r 2%

and

tmfpt
~1! [Ŝ2~z50!52 (

n51

N

^nuQ2•~Q2•K1•Q2!21

•Q2uP~ t50!&, ~25!

with a measure of the detrapping contribution

r 2[R̂2~z50!52 (
n51

N

^nuQ2•~Q2•K1•Q2!21

•Q2•K1us1&. ~26!

Here t0←1[1/k0←1 is the time scale of intrinsic trappin
from the trap andt0←1

eff is the effective trapping time from
the trapin the presence ofdetrapping. The contribution of th
excitations having detrapped from the trap is taken into
count by r 2 in t0←1

eff . tmfpt
(1) describes the time scale for th

excitation energies, initially created on the nontrap sites
arrive at the trap for the first time~mean first passage time o
initial excitations!.

Equation~24! shows that the trapping time consists
two contributions. The first term is the effective trappin
time at the trap site. This is the same as the trapping t
when initial excitations are created only at the trap. We n
that the effective trapping time is influenced by the excitat
diffusion over the sites following the detrapping process. T
second contribution is the arrival time at the trap of exci
tions having started from the other sites. This is influenc
by the excitation diffusion towards the trap. If the kineti
satisfies the inequalityt0←1

eff @tmfpt
(1) it is called ‘‘trap-limited’’

and the case witht0←1
eff !tmfpt

(1) is called ‘‘diffusion-limited.’’
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The kinetic domains to be introduced in the next sect
subdivide the mean first passage times,tmfpt

(1) , into many dif-
ferent contributions. Each of these corresponds to the t
scale associated with a transition from one domain to
other, a series of which constitutes the energy transfer
cade towards the trap. As a result a more detailed descrip
of diffusion-limited trapping becomes possible.

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF KINETIC DOMAINS

In Eq. ~16!, it has been shown that the decay dynam
of the total populationS1 caused by theirreversibletrapping
is characterized by the dynamical kernel, the population
the nontrap siteÛ1(z), plus the intrinsic trapping rate con
stant. AgainÛ1(z), whosez-dependence results from th
reversible energy transfer between the trap and the o
sites, is described in terms of a second level of irrevers
trapping dynamics~trapping at this level means energy tran
fer from the other sites to the trap!; i.e., Ŝ2(z) andR̂2(z) as
shown in Eq.~23!. Now if we can properly define a secon
‘‘trap’’ from which energy transfer to the original trap occur
the kinetics ofŜ2 and R̂2 can be written in a very similar
structure to that ofŜ1 . In other words,Ŝ2 and R̂2 will be
given in terms of the next level of nontrap population. Su
a hierarchy can be extended up toNth level. In such a hier-
archical structure, the trap in each level will be referred to
a kinetic domain. The first domain is defined as the origi
trap site. The second domain will be obtained as a lin
combination of sites that are connected to the first dom
via the energy transfer network. In this way, a complica
energy transfer network can be described in a simple wa
a process occurring consecutively from the outer doma
towards the innermost domain~the original trap!.

In the vector equation~3!, the sites$u1&,••,uN&% consti-
tute the basis. We consider another basis consisting
$us1&,••,usN&% which can be obtained by a transformation
the site basis whileus1&5u1&. We will call s i the ith kinetic
domain and a projection of the population vectoruP(t)& to
us i& gives a linear combination of site populations at timt
and will be called the ‘‘population’’ of the kinetic domain
s i . The new basis will be constructed in such a way that
kinetic domains$s1 ,••,sN% satisfy our goal.

Starting from i 52 (K1 and us1& are known from the
beginning!, we define a recursive definition of rate matric

K i[K i 212K i 21us i 21&^s i 21u for i>2, ~27!

Eq. ~17! is a special case of Eq.~27! for i 52. If us i 21& is
properly normalized to satisfŷs i 21us i 21&51, we have

K i us i 21&50, ~28!

and the kinetic domains i 21 is a completeexcitation ab-
sorberassociated with the rate matrixK i ; i.e., energy trans-
fer from the kinetic domains i 21 is not allowed by the rate
matrix K i . By Eq. ~27! we constructed a rate matrix fo
irreversible trapping at a certain level of the hierarchy me
tioned above. Once the matrixK i is constructed, we can
construct a kinetic domains i ~which acts as a trap at th
level of transferring excitations irreversibly to the absorb
kinetic domains i 21) by
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^s i u[^s i 21uK i /A^s i 21uK i•K i
Tus i 21&, ~29!

which satisfies the normalization condition^s i us i&51. K i
T is

the transpose matrix ofK i . The kinetic domains i is ob-
tained as a linear combination of the sites directly connec
to the kinetic domains i 21 via the irreversible rate matrix
K i . In other words,s i is a trap domain whose population
irreversibly transferred to the kinetic domains i 21 by the
rate matrixK i . ~Note that the connection between the tw
kinetic domains isnot via the original rate matrixK1.) Based
on the direction of excitation flow,s i will be called an inner
kinetic domain ofs j if i , j and an outer kinetic domain
otherwise. The above two steps, Eqs.~27! and ~29!, are hi-
erarchically repeated untili 5N and from the iteration we
obtain N sub-rate matrices,$K i%, and kinetic domains
$us i&%.

In Appendix A, we prove that the kinetic domains co
structed so are orthogonal each other,^s i us j&5d i j . Owing
to the orthonormality we can obtain a few useful propert
of the rate matrixK i for i>2 which are derived in Appendix
B as

K i5K1•Qi5K i•Qi and ^smuK i50 m< i 22, ~30!

where

Qi5I2us1&^s1u2us2&^s2u2••2us i 21&^s i 21u

5Qi 212us i 21&^s i 21u, ~31!

is an operator projecting out to the outer kinetic domains
s i 21 and Q151. The projector matrices satisfy the cond
tions

Qi
25Qi and Qi•Qj5Qj•Qi5Qi with i> j ~32!

and

^s j uQi5Qi us j&50 for j , i . ~33!

Equation~30! implies that the rate matrixK i does not allow
the inner kinetic domains ofs i 21 to donate or to accep
excitations and that the kinetic domains i 21 only can accept
the excitations from the kinetic domains i @see Eq.~29!#.
Namely, in the rate matrixK i , energy transfer is availabl
reversibly between any two outer kinetic domains ofs i 21

and irreversibly from the kinetic domains i to s i 21 . A sche-
matic diagram for the population transfer pathway in t
basis is drawn in Fig. 1 in comparison with that of the orig
nal trapping process governed by the rate matrixK1 . The
similarity of the schematic structure in the two cases imp
that the formally exact analysis we derived in the previo
section will equally well apply to the level of the rate matr
K i for i>2.

The extension of this technique starts by defining follo
ing three quantities which are analogues of Eqs.~7!–~9!:

Ŝi~z![ (
n51

N

^nuQi•Ĝi
Q~z!•Qi uP~ t50!&, ~34!

Û i~z![ (
n51

N

^nuQi 11•Ĝi
Q~z!•Qi uP~ t50!&, ~35!
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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T̂i~z![ (
n51

N

^nus i&^s i uĜi
Q~z!•Qi uP~ t50!&, ~36!

with a resolvent operator defined by

Ĝi
Q~z![@z2Qi•K i #

215@z2Qi•K1•Qi #
21, ~37!

which is a propagator over the outer kinetic domains
s i 21 . Ŝi(z) is the total population of excitations projected
the outer domains ofs i 21 when energy transfer is allowe
only between outer domains ofs i 21 . Û i(z) and T̂i(z) de-
scribe the populations of such excitations, respectively, p
jected to the outer domains ofs i and to the domains i .
Similarly to Eq.~10!, it holds that

Ŝi~z!5Û i~z!1T̂i~z!, ~38!

which simply comes from the definition ofQi 115Qi

2us i&^s i u.
As shown in Appendix C, we can derive an equation

Ŝi(z) as

zŜi~z!5Si~ t50!2ks i 21←s i
T̂i~z!, ~39!

whereSi(t50)5(n51
N ^nuQi•uP(t50)& is the initial popula-

tion projected to the outer domains ofs i 21 and

ks i 21←s i
[A^s i 21uK i•K i

Tus i 21&

3 (
n51

N

^nus i 21&Y (
n51

N

^nus i&, ~40!

is regarded, based on the form of Eq.~39!, as the trapping
rate constant from the domains i to the next inner kinetic
domains i 21 . Equation~39! can be compared with Eq.~13!
which represents a population conservation relation. Co
bining Eqs.~38! and~39!, we deriveT̂i(z) andŜi(z) in terms
of Û i(z)

T̂i~z!5~Si~ t50!2zÛi~z!!/~z1ks i 21←s i
!, ~41!

FIG. 1. Similarity of excitation transfer schemes at the end points descr
by the various rate matricesK1 , K2 , K3 , andK i . The network of energy
transfer steps in the black box at each level is entangled and complex.
rate matrix shown on top of each diagram describes the complex netw
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Ŝi~z!5~Si~ t50!1ks i 21←s i
Û i~z!!/~z1ks i 21←s i

!. ~42!

These expressions are analogues of Eqs.~15! and ~16!, re-
spectively, andÛ i is the dynamical kernel forT̂i and Ŝi .

Noting Eq. ~27! and using a similar procedure as em
ployed upon getting Eq.~18!, we obtain an iterative relation
for the resolvent operatorQi 11•Ĝi

Q which is necessary to
determineÛ i :

Qi 11•Ĝi
Q~z!5Qi 11•$Ĝi 11

Q ~z!1Ĝi 11
Q ~z!•Qi 11•K i us i&

3^s i uĜi
Q~z!%. ~43!

In order to obtain this equation, Eq.~32! has been used
Operating(n51

N ^nu and Qi uP(t50)& onto Eq.~43!, we ob-
tain an analogue of Eq.~19!

Û i~z!5Ŝi 11~z!1R̂i 11~z!T̂i~z!, ~44!

where

R̂i 11~z![ (
n51

N

^nuQi 11•Ĝi 11
Q ~z!

•Qi 11•K i us i&Y (
n51

N

^nus i&. ~45!

From the domains i , excitations can transfer to the neare
inner domains i 21 by the rate matrixK i . This process de-
fined the domains i in Eq. ~29!. In addition to this forward
transfer, excitations can transfer to some other domains
resented by the outer domains ofs i and this process is de
scribed by the second term of Eq.~44! as can be seen in
expression~45!. Inserting Eq.~41! into Eq. ~44! we obtain

Û i~z!5S z1ks i 21←s i

z1ks i 21←s i
1zR̂i 11~z!D

3S R̂i 11~z!Si~ t50!

z1ks i 21←s i

1Ŝi 11~z!D . ~46!

Now, we define two static quantities

tmfpt
~ i ! [Ŝi 11~z50!52 (

n51

N

^nuQi 11•~Qi 11•K1•Qi 11!21

•Qi 11uP~ t50!& ~47!

and

r i 11[R̂i 11~z50!52 (
n51

N

^nuQi 11•~Qi 11•K1•Qi 11!21

•Qi 11•K i us i&Y (
n51

N

^nus i&. ~48!

tmfpt
( i ) corresponds to mean first passage time of the excita

to the domains i when the kinetics is governed by the ra
matrix K i 11 . Equations~46! and~47! are analogues of Eqs
~23! and ~25!. In a static limit (z50), combining Eqs.~42!
and~46! gives a hierarchical structure for the mean first p
sage times
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tmfpt
~ i ! 5ts i←s i 11

eff 1tmfpt
~ i 11! , ~49!

where the effective transfer time from the domains i 11 to
the domains i is obtained as

ts i←s i 11

eff [ts i←s i 11
$11r i 12%Si 11~ t50!, ~50!

with ts i←s i 11
[ks i←s i 11

21 . Therefore, by iterating Eq.~49!

we can separate out the trapping time given by Eq.~24! into
various additive contributions:

t trap5ts0←s1

eff 1tmfpt
~1!

5ts0←s1

eff 1ts1←s2

eff 1¯1tsN21←sN

eff , ~51!

with ts0←s1

eff 5t0←1
eff . Eq. ~51! shows that the trapping time i

given by a sum ofeffectiveirreversible transfer times asso
ciated with sequential excitation transfer processes from
kinetic domain to the next inner domain. A schematic d
gram for the cascade structure is shown in Fig. 2. The ef
tive transfer time of a domain, Eq.~50!, consists of two
terms: A time scale for direct inward transfer to the ne
inner domain~the first term! and a time scale for inward
transfer following back-transfer from the domain to its ou
domains~the second term!. We can calculate the effectiv
transfer times of all theN domains by use of Eq.~50! and the
structure of the kinetic domains from Eq.~29! once the rate

FIG. 2. Scheme of the cascade in the steady-state trapping timet trap ob-
tained by constructing the various kinetic domains. The complex netw
within the black box has been reduced to a cascade over the kinetic
mains. In the cascading scheme, the effective transition time from a par
lar domain to the next lower domain is the time scale of excitation tran
averaged over all the pathways occurring since their first arrival at the
main. See Eq.~50!. The steady-state trapping timet trap is given by the sum
of all the effective transition times as shown in Eq.~51!.
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matrix in the site representation is given. Then one can
which domain is responsible for the critical or~rate-
determining! step of the whole sequential processes and
energetic and spatial configuration. This approach sho
prove useful in understanding the relation between the fu
tionality and energetic and/or spatial structure in a comp
excitation transfer system.

V. APPLICATION TO PHOTOSYSTEM I

As an example of the ideas developed above, we ap
our formulation to Photosystem I~PSI! of cyanobacteria
Synechococcus elongates. Photosytem I is both spatially an
energetically quite disordered7,8 with 96 nonequivalent chlo-
rophyll a ~Chl! molecules. The structure is shown in Fig. 37

It differs in several key aspects from the extensively stud
light harvesting 2 complex~LH2! of purple bacteria in being
three-dimensional, rather than quasi-one-dimensional,
containing a mixture of weakly and strongly coupled p
ments, in being disordered in both spatial separation and
entation senses, and in having an absorption spectrum th
much broader than that of an individual Chla molecule. I
thus not obvious from simply looking at the spatial structu
of PSI what the rate limiting step~s! are likely to be, and the
formalism developed above should provide insights into
bottlenecks and design principles of this remarkably effici
light harvesting system.

The energy transfer dynamics of this system was stud
recently4 and in that paper we constructed a rate matrix
scribing the energy transfer and trapping dynamics in PS
structure-based semiempirical method8 was used to deter
mine the static excitation energies of the 96 chlorophylls a
an experimentally determined spectral density9–12 was intro-
duced to account for fluctuation dynamics of the transit
energies. Comparison of experiment and calculation sho
reasonable agreement in the absorption spectrum and
fluorescence time scales. With this rate matrix, we apply
present formulation.

FIG. 3. Location of chlorophyll molecules in PSI~pdb entry 1JBO! ~Ref. 7!.
The darkest eight Chls represent the six reaction center Chls and the
linker Chls. The linkers are the uppermost and lowermost dark Chls, res
tively.
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Five innermost kinetic domains for PSI are presented
Fig. 4. The effective transfer time scales from one domain
the next inner domain is indicated in the figure. The over
trapping time is 36 ps which should be a sum of the
effective transfer time scales as derived in Eq.~51!. We can
see that there are two major rate-determining steps: Tran
from the domains5 to the domains4 (12 ps) and from the
domains2 to the traps1 (11 ps). The next slowest step
the transfer from the domains3 to the domains2 (6 ps).
These three steps make up 81% of the total trapping time
the other 93 steps make up the remaining 19%. This ob
vation supports the conclusion derived in Ref. 4. In th
study, we separately calculated arrival times at the six re
tion center~RC! Chls and at the trap~primary electron do-
nor!. From the calculation we found that the arrival of th
excitations at the RC complex constitutes a primary ra
determining step~RDS! and the processes occurring aft
arrival at the RC pigments leading to excitation finally arri
ing at the trap constitute a second rate-determining step~sec-
ondary RDS!.

In the present kinetic domain description, the two link
Chls7 ~see caption for Fig. 3 and by the two spheres on
outside of the ellipsoid in the domains5 in Fig. 4! plus some
of antenna Chls located around the reaction center const
the major elements of the domains5 . The amplitudes of
these Chls are much lower in the domains4 than they are in
the domains5 and the amplitudes of the domains4 are
limited mostly to the four RC Chls. Thus the transition fro
s5 to s4 can be regarded as the slowest and final step
excitation transfer from the antenna region to the RC reg
and is the primary RDS discussed in Ref. 4. The second
third domains (s2 and s3) mainly consist of the reaction
center Chls close to the trap. Thus 47%~1116 ps! of the
overall trapping time~the secondary RDS in Ref. 4! involves
the RC Chls as suggested in Ref. 4.

We note that, even though the three transitions are fo
to be the rate determining steps, the rate constants of
direct transitions from these domains to their nearest in
domains are, respectively, 660 fs~12 ps!, 320 fs~11 ps!, and
71 fs ~6 ps!. The times in the parentheses are the effect
transfer times of the corresponding domains to their nea
inner domain. In other words, the direct transition rates
the three transitions are extremely fast because the Chls
sociated with the inner domains have small spatial sep
tions. However, due to back transfer to the outer doma
the effective transition times from the second, the third, a
the fifth kinetic domains to their respective nearest inner
mains are much longer than their direct transition times.
emphasize that back transfer does not occur directly to
nearest outer domain but to a linear combination of the ou
domains. The large difference between the direct transi
times and the effective transition times appears because
energy transfer around the RC is dominated by the entro
factor ~arising from the fact that a large number of anten
Chls can accept excitations from the RC Chls! rather than an
enthalpic factor~in which energy funnel structure drives en
ergy transfer towards the primary electron donor Chl!. In
contrast with the light harvesting complex of purple bacte
~LH2! where the enthalpic factor dominates, an energe

wo
c-
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FIG. 4. Configurations of the five innermost kinetic domains. The locati
of the 96 chlorophyll molecules are marked as tiny spots and the partic
tion of a chlorophyll in each kinetic domain is proportional to the surfa
area of the sphere sitting on the chlorophyll. For clarity, the six reac
center chlorophylls are encircled by an ellipsoid at the center of the c
plex. The effective transfer times towards the inner domains are sh
along with the direct inward transfer times given in parenthesis.
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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funnel is not distinct in PSI and thus the effective trans
times of the kinetic domains around the trap are much lon
than the direct transfer times. However, in spite of the l
enthalpic driving force for excitation flow towards the tra
the energetic structure of the RC Chls still seems to be o
mized for the given distribution of the transition energies
the Chls as discussed in Ref. 4.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Energy transfer and trapping processes have been
ally modeled by two different types of approaches, latt
models6,13–19and kinetic models.20–22 In a lattice model one
defines lattice points on which excitations can reside a
introduces transition rate constants between each la
point. Finally one solves a rate equation governed by a
matrix. A kinetic model assumes a set of domains in a sys
of interest and introduces parametric rate constants res
sible for transitions from one domain to another doma
Usually the domains are intuitively constructed from stru
tural information or simply by modeling based on spect
scopic data. In this paper we develop a formulation wh
can connect these two traditional approaches. Starting fro
rate matrix~a key component of a lattice model! we have
constructed physically and kinetically distinct domains~a
key component of a kinetic model!. Then the excitation
transfer process is described as occurring sequentially fro
higher order domain to the lowest order domain and the tr
sition time scales between such domains is derived in te
of the rate matrix. This formulation shows how one can r
orously construct domains of the type employed in kine
models from a more microscopic description using a r
matrix. A rigorous formulation of domain models shou
prove helpful in constructing the kind of models that will b
required to understand energy transfer and its regulatio
Photosystem II supercomplex.23

As a first application, we studied the energy trappi
dynamics in the photosynthetic light harvesting system
cyanobacteria. We arrived at results that are consistent
our previous model study and obtained a more detailed
derstanding of the energy transfer mechanism in Photo
tem I of Synechococcus elongatus.
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APPENDIX A: ORTHOGONALITY OF KINETIC
DOMAINS

With the definition of the new basis, we can show t
orthonormality^s i us j&5d i j for i . j . First, we consider the
orthogonality between two adjacent domains:

^s j 11us j&;^s j uK j 11us j&50. ~A1!

s
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Equation~28! is used to obtain the equality. Secondly, t
orthogonality between a domain and its next adjacent
mains can be shown as

^s j 12us j&

;^s j 11uK j 12us j&

5^s j 11u~K j 112K j 11us j 11&^s j 11u!us j&50. ~A2!

The definition Eq.~27! is used for the first equality and th
properties, Eqs.~28! and~A1!, are used for the second equa
ity. Applying this procedure successively for everyi . j , we
obtain the orthonormalitŷs i us j&5d i j .

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQ. „30…

Making an iteration of Eq.~27! and utilizing the ortho-
normality of the kinetic domains, we can write

K i5K1•Qi5K i•Qi . ~B1!

Next, we consider a vector̂smuK i for m< i 22. Using Eq.
~B1!, we have

^smuK i5^smuK i•Qi , ~B2!

and we reduce the index of the rate matrix by use of Eq.~27!
and the orthogonality of the domains as

^smuK i5^smuK i 21•Qi . ~B3!

We apply this procedure until the index of the rate matrix
the same asm11

^smuK i5^smuKm11•Qi , ~B4!

and this is rewritten by use of Eq.~29! as

^smuK i;^sm11uQi50, ~B5!

for m< i 22.

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF EQ. „39…

We rewrite the resolvent operator Eq.~37! as

zĜi
Q~z!511Qi•K i•Ĝi

Q~z!. ~C1!

Operating(n51
N ^nuQi to Eq. ~C1! and using the idempoten

propertyQi
25Qi , we obtain

z(
n51

N

^nuQi•Ĝi
Q~z!5 (

n51

N

^nuQi1 (
n51

N

^nuQi•K i•Ĝi
Q~z!.

~C2!

Putting Eq.~31!, Qi5I2( j 51
i 21us j&^s j u, into the second term

of Eq. ~C2! and using the property Eq.~30!, we obtain

(
n51

N

^nuQi•K i•Ĝi
Q~z!

5 (
n51

N

^nuK1•Qi•Ĝi
Q~z!

2 (
n51

N

^nus i 21&^s i 21uK i•Ĝi
Q~z!. ~C3!

Using the property of the original rate matrixK1 ,
(n51

N ^nuK1um&52k0←1dm1 , Eq. ~C3! becomes again

ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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- (
n51

N

^nuK1•Qi•Ĝi
Q~z!52k0←1^s1uQi•Ĝi~z!50

for i>2. ~C4!

The second term of Eq.~C3! is rewritten by use of the defi
nition of the domains i given by Eq.~29! as

(
n51

N

^nus i 21&^s i 21uK i•Ĝi
Q~z!

5A^s i 21uK i•K i
Tus i 21& (

n51

N

^nus i 21&^s i uĜi
Q~z!.

~C5!

Summarizing these results, we obtain from Eq.~C2!

z(
n51

N

^nuQi•Ĝi
Q~z!5 (

n51

N

^nuQi2A^s i 21uK i•K i
Tus i 21&

3 (
n51

N

^nus i 21&^s i uĜi
Q~z!, ~C6!

for i>2. Finally operating the initial population vector to th
equation and using the properties

Qi•Ĝi
Q~z!5Qi•Ĝi

Q~z!•Qi

and

^s i uĜi
Q~z!5^s i uĜi

Q~z!•Qi ,

we obtain Eq.~39! given in text.
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